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C AN B u s INSTRUC TOR HANDO U T
This document is intended to be used with the PowerPoint titled: Teaching the Theory and Diagnosis of a Multiple
CAN System “Mostly” at the DLC. The entire presentation is available on Consulab.com under the resources tab.
The procedure that the PPT outlines is as follows:
With a no high speed communication vehicle or a no crank (with a known good battery)
– Disconnect battery
– Measure resistance between pins 6 and 14
		 • It must be correct !!
		 • Fix it !
– Check for wake up signal (maybe low speed)
– DSO KOEO or KOER
		 • Both high and low signal
– Check for module communication
		 • If no – go to individual module B+ B- and signal
		 • Repair as needed or replace module – re-program?
– Check modules vs wiring diagram
Before we get into the in’s and out’s of this procedure, let’s look at CAN Bus realizing how it is designed and how
it functions.
The first question is what is CAN?
• Controller Area Network (CAN)
		 – Local communication similar to connecting various devices along an Ethernet
• Linear Interconnect Network (LIN)
		 – New to the network (around 2011)
• Definitions:
		 – Gateway = the device that communicates with the “outside” world and between multiple
			 CAN Networks
		 – Bus = the connection between devices
		 – Termination = usually the two ends of the system
		 – Wake-up = a signal sent out by the gateway to begin communication
		 – Roll-call = the gateway asks “Are you here and do you have problems?”
The next question is why? There has been an explosion of CAN Bus vehicles since about 2008. Virtually every
vehicle on the road will have some level of CAN Bus control. To better understand CAN Bus, think about how we
used to control loads.
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The system depicted here involves lights
as loads. To get the back-up lights to
light, power from a fuse is applied to
the back-up switch and when it closes,
power is applied to the grounded lights
and they come on. All the other loads
function in a similar fashion. What is
important here is that there has to be
wiring running from the front of the
vehicle to the back where the lights
are. Our simple light system will require
5 wires running the length of the vehicle.
This is costly and increases the weight of
the vehicle. Weight equals gas mileage.

Here is a representation of the same 5 circuits on a CAN Bus vehicle. Notice that the number of wires running from
the front of the vehicle to the rear has been reduced to 3 or ½ the previous number. When the back-up light switch
is closed it applies power to an input module. The input module generates a signal that is sent along the CAN Bus
(yellow and Green wires) to the output module, located in the rear or trunk of the vehicle. The output module directly
applies power to the lights. The system may appear to be more complicated than our conventional system above,
but in reality it saves the cost of wiring, and the weight of the wires.
We have to realize that on the modern vehicle there will be many more circuits and additional modules. Let’s look
at a modern vehicle that has a few CAN Bus circuits. The circuits will fall into different speed categories. We will
frequently find a series of modules connected to a low speed network. If the function of the modules does not require
fast communication, the vehicle manufacture may decide to use a low speed network since it may be less expensive
to produce.
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This vehicle uses a low speed network that has 11 modules wired together on the Bus. The dashed line along
the top represents the DLC or Data Line Connector. Pin 16 has power from a 10 Amp fuse, and pins 4 and 5 are
grounds. You should note that this is not the power and ground for the network, but rather allows connection of
a scanner to the DLC where it will receive its power and ground. The CAN Bus network really begins at Pin 1 of the
DLC and connects all 11 modules together.
When CAN Bus first started (around 2008), it was common to find more modules on the low speed network than on
the high speed network. If you look at a newer vehicle you may find the opposite condition of more modules on the
high speed network than on the low speed. We will look at what the signals look like on a CAN Bus system a little
later in this presentation.
Pin 1 of the DLC is the connection that we will use to connect into the system. It will show the signals that indicate
communication along the Bus between all of the modules. Connection into the DLC should only be made via a Break
Out Box (BOB), such as the one shown here.
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The pins of the DLC are easily damaged so
the use of a breakout box makes sense, especially with inexperienced students. Never connect anything directly into the DLC other than a
scanner or a break out box.
Notice the small LED lights on a few of the pins.
These are status lights. If we plug the box into a
DLC we should see pin 16 red LED light indicating power is available in the DLC. Pins 4 and 5
show illuminate green indicating that both grounds
are present. The yellow LED’s are data light
that will blink if data is on the CAN Bus.

No modern vehicle has only a low speed system. Looking at the communication wiring diagram again shows that
this vehicle has a high speed system with 5 modules on a high speed CAN Bus.
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The other thing you should notice is that 2 wires connect the modules rather than the 1 wire of the low speed CAN
Bus. The use of two wires indicates that this is a high speed system. Also notice that this system has two 120Ω
resistors called “Data Link Resistors”. These resistors connect the two wires of the CAN Bus together. There will be
a redundant signal on these wires that is visible using a DSO (digital Storage Oscilloscope). The resistors may or
may not show on a communications wiring diagram. The diagram has lines across the CAN Bus indicating that the
Bus is a twisted pair of wires. The twisting of the wires helps to prevent interference.
The ConsuLab MP-1918 is a state of art trainer that simulates a vehicle CAN Bus system. The diagram of the CAN
Bus system looks like this.

Notice that the CAN Bus has two wires (green and yellow). This means that it is a high speed system. R1 and R2
or the End of Line Resistors connect the two sides together. You will find these 120Ω resistors may be called End
of Line, Termination, or Data Link resistors. Either of the 3 terms is acceptable. The MP-1918 has 4 modules: the
Cluster, Input, Engine and Output. We also have both a DLC and a Deutsch connector. Pins 6 and 14 will carry
the data between the 4 modules or between the 5 modules on the previous vehicle communications wiring diagram.
This is the basics of the system. Let’s look at how we teach diagnosis of a CAN Bus system.
.
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First on our list of diagnostic procedure is to disconnect the battery.
Why should we do this? The CAN Bus system can
come awake at just about any time and our first measurement will involve the use of an ohmmeter. An
ohmmeter measures resistance by pushing current
from the meter internal battery through resistance. If
there is an additional source of current we will experience either an inaccurate reading or we run the risk of
blowing the internal fuse of the meter. Either way is
not good diagnostic procedure so we generally pull all
power from the circuit.
After removing power from the circuit, place the ohmmeter between pins 6 and 14 in the DLC BOB.

Our meter reads 61.4Ω. This is the CAN Bus resistance and is a
result of reading 2 - 120Ω resistors. A perfect reading would be
60Ω, but our reading is close enough and indicates that there is a
communications path.
There are really usually only 4 choices in this ohmmeter reading.
60Ω indicates a correct path. 120Ω indicates a problem with one
resistor or path. 0Ω indicates a short circuit. ∞Ω (infinity) indicates
an open circuit. 60Ω is the only acceptable reading that indicates
that the communication pathway of the high speed CAN Bus system
is correct. Any other reading must be corrected before continuing
with the diagnostic procedure.

Once the communication pathway has been verified, we should look for the wake-up signal. The wake-up signal is
the signal that is sent out by a module to tell all the other modules that they need to start functioning. It is frequently
generated by the low speed system but may be generated by the high speed system.
If we place a DSO probe in pin 1 of the DLC at the BOB we should see a significantly different signal followed by
groups of signals called packets.
.
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WAKE UP
SIGNAL
SIGNAL
PACKET

The pulses on the left of the screen at about 10 volts is the wake up signal. The groups of pulses that follow are the
packets at about 5 volts. We must see a wake-up signal for the system to be functional. The signal is generated by
a specified module called the gateway. The gateway is the module responsible for not only generating the wake-up
signal but it is responsible for communicating with your scanner. The gateway will be a module that will show on all
communications wiring diagrams for a vehicle. If there are multiple CAN Bus networks on the vehicle, one module
will be present in all networks: this is the gateway.
If we expand the actual packet we can see that it is composed of a series of on off signals of varying time: a type of
pulse width modulation (PWM).
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This diagram shows the expanded low speed packet signals from Pin 1 of the DLC.

These on off signals are the communication that is occurring along the low speed network.
Before we switch to the High Speed CAN Bus, we should realize that the signals will be different. Along the two
wires of the high speed system a CAN Low signal and a CAN High signal will be generated. They will be a mirror
image of one another.
This is the CAN High signal off of pin 6 of the DLC since the voltage starting at around 2 Volts is pulled up or high to
around 5 volts.
.
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Switching the DSO into pin 14 of the DLC will show the CAN Low signal.

Notice that the signal starts high and drops lower. There are 2 full packets showing and the beginning of a 3rd on
the screen.
If we dual trace both the CAN High and the CAN Low signal, our pattern will look like:
.
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Notice that the patterns are mirror images of each other. This is normal on a fully functioning system.
The MP-1918 has only a high speed CAN Bus and if we look at the patterns they look like the following:

The above is the pattern from pin 14 of the DLC and shows the CAN Low signal.

The above show the CAN High signal off of pin 6 of the DLC.
.
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The above is a dual trace pattern off of pins 6 & 14 and shows the mirror image that we previously saw.
By adjusting the time on screen and using the trigger function of the DSO we can see both the wake up signal and
the packets of information.

SIGNAL
PACKET
WAKE UP
SIGNAL

The definition of the wake-up signal is that it precedes the packets and will be significantly different from the packets.
This makes it recognizable to all the modules.
Once we are sure that the wake-up signal is present and that the informational packets are present, we can proceed
to looking at the modules that are on line. We do this by “pinging” the modules. Pinging is another wake-up signal
sent by a scanner to the CAN Bus network. The network responds with each module reporting in. Any module with
problems should generate a DTC if it is on line. A non-functioning module will not appear on the module awake list.
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This is the scanner pinging the modules on the vehicle. Once the
signal from the scanner is received it will generate a list of modules
and their status.

This vehicle indicates that the Low Speed System has 8 modules on
line reporting with no DTCs.

The last thing necessary in this process is to compare the listed modules to the communications wiring diagram
looking for the same number of modules.
.
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This vehicle has 8 modules on the wiring diagram and pinging the system reveals 8 modules on line, so this low
speed system appears to be functional.
We do the same thing with the High Speed System resulting in the
following screen: This High Speed System has 5 modules on line
when pinged. Notice that one of the modules has a DTC that will
need to be investigated.
.
.
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With 5 modules reporting in and 5 modules on the communications wiring diagram, the high speed system appears
to be functional.
By following this procedure your students will be able to diagnose upwards of 90% of CAN Bus issues. Make sure
they do not go on to the next check until they are sure they have fixed the problem. In other words do not go and
look for a wake up signal until the 60Ω reading is present, etc.
• With a no CAN Bus communication on a vehicle
– Disconnect battery
– Measure resistance between pins 6 and 14
• It must be correct !!
• Fix it !
– Check for wake up signal (maybe on low or high speed)
– DSO KOEO or KOER
• Both high and low signal
• Check accuracy of signals, including mirror signal on high speed CAN
– Check for module communication (ping the modules)
• If no – go to individual module B+ B- and signal
• Repair as needed or replace module – re-program?
– Check modules vs wiring diagram
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